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LETTERS
Documentary vs.
Non-Fiction Narrative
In "True Confessions, Sort Of-Capturing the
Friedmans and the Dilemma of Theatrical
Docucmentary" Paul Arthur's severe criticisms of director Andrew Jarecki's Capturing
the Friedmans are based on a completely
faulty premise. He has mis-identified the
genre of the film. Capturing the Friedmans is
not, in fact, a documentary. It is a non-fiction
narrative, a distinct genre of non-fiction film
which has a completely different set of concerns from documentary.
It is time for film journalists and reviewers
to join non-fiction filmmakers in developing
an expanded nomenclature for non-fiction
film that moves beyond the limiting,
inevitable, and all encompassing "documentary." Fiction has many genre titles - romantic comedy, horror, action, film noir, etc. that evoke specific audience responses and
historical traditions. Non-fiction deserves the
same, especially as it builds on recent successes in the theatrical marketplace.
The non-fiction narrative, for example, is
a genre that applies a dramatic narrative
structure on non-fiction material: a dramatic
question is introduced at the beginning of the
film and answered at the end, defining the climax. Spellbound is a non-fiction narrative
that has a very clear dramatic question, "Who
will win the national spelling bee?" It is a surprisingly suspenseful example executed to
keep us on the edge of our seats throughout
the film. Winged Migration, though equally
engaging, does not introduce a clear dramatic
question and falls into the more traditional
genre of documentary.
Though its end may be ambiguous, Capturing the Friedmans uses its dramatic question "Are the Friedmans guilty?" to maintain
suspense, and therefore the film is a non-fiction narrative. What Paul Arthur fails to
understand by mis-identifying the genre of
this film, is that the concerns of the non-fiction narrative filmmaker are more aesthetic
than journalistic. Never once in his review,
does Mr. Arthur address the artistic concerns
of the filmmaker, faulting him instead on
journalistic standards which do not apply.
Therefore his dismissal of other critics
who "lack the chops to position Capturing the
Friedmans in its proper and far more illuminating cinematic context," may in fact be a
more accurate description of Mr. Arthur's
failing. His complaint that Capturing the
Friedmans has "manipulative narrative structures and effects of a kind usually associated
with classic Hollywood" in fact describes
exactly the goals of the non-ficiton narrative.
Hardly a criticism, these are a measure of success in the genre.
As Arthur points out, "there is little doubt
that a significant measure of the film's appeal
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stems from its dramatic techniques, which
very few critics or interviewers felt were in
conflict with the protocols or objectives of
documentary." This is because, Capturing the
Friedmans is a non-fiction narrative, not a documentary, so it is pointless for critics to hold
the film to these protocols and objectives.
Besides, what artist wants to be limited by
someone else's protocols and objectives? The
entire history of art is energized by stories of
iconoclasts willing to cast these off in favor of
creating their own aesthetic.
Moreover, documenting events has always
required manipulation to fit the confines or
objectives of the art form. Historical paintings condense time and geography to fit the
frame; Shakespeare never let the accuracy of
his historical dramas interfere with the needs
of effective dramatic stagecraft; and Michaelangelo, confronted with the critcism that his
magnificent, idealized sculpture bore little
resemblance to the military hero to whom it
was meant to pay homage, responded in
effect: In a thousand years, no one will care
what he really looked like.
Artists are not journalists and the
demands of an effective aesthetic always override the concerns of historical accuracy. This
is partly because historical accuracy is impossible to achieve. As soon as the filmmaker
points his camera this way instead of that, he
has manipulated events and produced an ultimately inaccurate point of view. This inexorable subjectivity is a fact that Mr. Arthur
seems to have a hard time accepting.
Because of this inherent limitation in all
art forms, the artist uses aesthetic techniques
to jump over the obstacle of inevitable inaccuracy in order to find the larger truth. In fact,
sometimes blatant inaccuracy achieves this.
For example, in my movie SlamNation,
about competitive, Olympic-style performance poetry, Saul Williams laments a fellow
poet's low scores for a poem about Truth. He
complains, "You can't give a 4 to Truth."
Unfortunately, Saul got it wrong - a different
poet had gotten the low score of 4, his teammate had gotten a 5.3. Also low, but not quite
a 4. So the dilemma for the filmmaker is, if
accuracy is maintained by showing the real
scores given, Saul's potentially insightful
laugh line becomes confusing, and the audience misses the point. The solution? Manipulate the scores so that Saul's teammate gets a
4. The effectiveness of the punchline is maintained. Completely inaccurate, but ultimately
more truthful.
This small example applies to the larger
issues, as the filmmaker is confined to an
hour or two to tell a story that may cover
years, or even a lifetime. Fictional bio-pics
and movies "based on a true story" often have
blatant historical inaccuracies, but most viewers and reviewers tolerate a certain amount
artistic license in these films, acknowledging

the demands of the medium, the dramatic
structure and the marketplace. Non-fiction
filmmakers deserve similar latitude.
And non-fiction filmmakers also deserve a
wealth of new descriptive terms to expand the
understanding of the artfonn. My recent film,
Power Trip, for example, is a non-fiction narrative about an American multi-national trying to solve an electricity crisis in the former
Soviet Union and has been described by
reviewers as "A Real-Life Thriller" and a
'Dark Comedy." Why would I settle for
"documentary" to describe Power Trip when
there are such exciting alternatives?
There is some irony that Mr. Arthur presents his narrow view of non-fiction filmmaking in an issue of Cineaste that also contains an article on "Mockumentary," films
that tell fictional stories in a non-fiction style,
and another o n American Splendor, a film
that represents a growing interest in mixing
non-fiction and fiction elements. This issue
of the magazine makes clear that the word
"documentary" no longer serves on its own.
Paul Devlin
New York, NY
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replies:
Paul Devlin's recipe for a bold new
approach to documentary criticism turns out
to be an unappetizing blend of equivocation,
willful misreading, historical ignorance, and
bluster (to say nothing of shameless plugs for
his own movies). Nor is there anything
remotely new in his demand that nonfiction
filmmakers be able to have it both ways: to
inscribe presentational and rhetorical conventions of documentary, to insert work into
the market for "real life" motion pictures,
garner awards and festival gigs in the documentary category, but then insist on being
judged esthetically, according to decidedly
unjournalistic standards of Hollywood rnelodrama. Sorry, no sale. In a notorious 1989
interview with Harlan Jacobson, Michael
Moore responds to accusations of manipulating chronological events in Roger 6- Me by
whining: "All art, listen, every piece of journalism manipulates sequences and things ...
It's not fiction. But what if we say it's a documentary told with a narrative style." Jarecki
and others have merely followed Moore's
game plan. Thus in Devlin's imagined proposal for a nonfiction profile of Paul Bremer,
implying that a cache of Iraqi WMD was discovered on his watch would be OK since it
furthers the dramatic arc or loftier truth of
the film's initial question, "Is Bremer a
bureaucratic hero or a human glove puppet?"
Haven't we had enough of this "dramatic
license" in recent months?
To be sure, no one seriously engaged in
documentary discourse now invokes shibboleths of "truth," "objectivity," "fairness." But

